technique is used to project [1996] technique is used to project the surface information to the interior of the ocean. the surface information to the interior of the ocean. Relaxation to the MODAS SST is Relaxation to the MODAS SST is not included not included
Data Assimilation Data Assimilation
Impact of data-assimilation 
AS NAS Expts
September 15 Date heat-budget terms averaged for 2°x2°box (88°-86°W, 24°-26°N) surface heat-flux term was small wind-driven mixing dominated the cooling same horizontal advective cooling 3 times vertical advective cooling in AS heat-budget terms at 50 m and 100 m (88°-86°W, 24°-26°N) Sensitivity to initial conditions
• storm-induced changes were insensitive to the pre-storm conditions when assimilation is included
• simulation initialized with assimilation fields reproduced the observed changes in the upper-ocean reasonably well model SST (shaded) and SSH (contours)
A comparison of simulated zonal and meridional velocities using A comparison of simulated zonal and meridional velocities using data assimilation showed improved agreement with ADCP data assimilation showed improved agreement with ADCP observations observations Model simulated amplitude of the cold wake ( Model simulated amplitude of the cold wake (--6°C) compared 6°C) compared reasonably well with the observed changes in SST reasonably well with the observed changes in SST While the simulated location of WCE and LC in the assimilation r While the simulated location of WCE and LC in the assimilation run un showed better agreement with satellite altimetry, the storm showed better agreement with satellite altimetry, the storm--induced induced SST cooling was 40 SST cooling was 40--50% greater than the observed cooling 50% greater than the observed cooling Overall, 72% of the upper Overall, 72% of the upper--ocean cooling was due to wind ocean cooling was due to wind--driven driven vertical mixing vertical mixing There was a three There was a three--fold increase in the vertical advective cooling in fold increase in the vertical advective cooling in the assimilative run the assimilative run Surface heat Surface heat--flux contribution to the mixed flux contribution to the mixed--layer heat budget was layer heat budget was only ~4%. only ~4%. 
